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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Over a period of several clocks, ______ data into a MISR are compressed with the Existing MISR data.  
              [  ]  

A) Serial   B) multiple   C) parallel   D) none  
 
2. State transitions are handled by the _____block and clocking is done by _____ the block.  [  ]  

A) Combinational, sequential    B) sequential, combinational  
C) Combinational, combinational   D) sequential, sequential  

 
3. The purpose of test bench is           [  ]  

A) To generate stimulus for simulation  
B) To apply this stimulus to the module under test  
C) To compare O/P responses with expected values   
D) All the above  

 
4. $stop is used for            [  ]  

A) Break point  B) start point  C) initial point  D) terminate the program  
 
5.    In digital circuits, storage of data is done either by _______ that are refreshed frequently.   [ ]  

A) feedback    B) gate capacitances      C) either A or B D) none of the above  
 
6. Which of the following variable type are additional members of the register family   [  ]  

A) real   B) time  C) real time    D) all the above  
 
7.  All compiler directives are preceded by the ______ character.      [  ]  

A) $   B) ~    C) `    D) @  
 
8.  __________ task is activated and displays the arguments specified whenever any of the arguments 

changes.            [   ] 
A) $strobe  B) $monitor  C) $display   D) $finish  

 
9.  A function uses a register of the declared type and size to return the value of the output. Such a returned 

value can be            [  ]  
A) real type  B) integer type  C) time type   D) all the above 

 
10. Pull gates have ________.           [  ]  

A) 2 delays  B) 1 delay   C) no delay   D) None of the above 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. _______________ is a way of automating design verification by eliminating test benches and problems 

associated with their data generation and response observation.  
 
12.   The _______________ uses the present state of the machine and its inputs for address, and reads the next 

state and the controller outputs as data from the memory.  
 
13.  __________________ checks the time from a specified edge of a reference signal to its opposite 

edge.  
 
14.  pmos, nmos, cmos switches are present in ______________ modeling.  
 
15.  ________________ is used for signature generation and data compression. 
 
16.  A function may contain a declaration of _____________ and ______________ variables.  
 
17.  _______________ are an abstraction of the functionality of a sequential machine.  
 
18.  A _______________ can have activities assigned within it which are event-controlled or  

time-controlled.  
 
19.  A wide range of timescales as well as _________________ levels are available for selection during   
             simulation. 
 
20. A ________________ is like a subroutine or a procedure in a program. 
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I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. $stop is used for            [  ]  

A) Break point  B) start point  C) initial point  D) terminate the program  
 
2.    In digital circuits, storage of data is done either by _______ that are refreshed frequently.   [ ]  

A) feedback    B) gate capacitances      C) either A or B D) none of the above  
 
3. Which of the following variable type are additional members of the register family   [  ]  

A) real   B) time  C) real time    D) all the above  
 
4.  All compiler directives are preceded by the ______ character.      [  ]  

A) $   B) ~    C) `    D) @  
 
5.  __________ task is activated and displays the arguments specified whenever any of the arguments 

changes.            [   ] 
A) $strobe  B) $monitor  C) $display   D) $finish  

 
6.  A function uses a register of the declared type and size to return the value of the output. Such a returned 

value can be            [  ]  
A) real type  B) integer type  C) time type   D) all the above 

 
7. Pull gates have ________.           [  ]  

A) 2 delays  B) 1 delay   C) no delay   D) None of the above 
 
8. Over a period of several clocks, ______ data into a MISR are compressed with the Existing MISR data.  
              [  ]  

A) Serial   B) multiple   C) parallel   D) none  
 
9. State transitions are handled by the _____block and clocking is done by _____ the block.  [  ]  

A) Combinational, sequential    B) sequential, combinational  
C) Combinational, combinational   D) sequential, sequential  

 
10. The purpose of test bench is           [  ]  

A) To generate stimulus for simulation  
B) To apply this stimulus to the module under test  
C) To compare O/P responses with expected values   
D) All the above  
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  pmos, nmos, cmos switches are present in ______________ modeling.  
 
12.  ________________ is used for signature generation and data compression. 
 
13.  A function may contain a declaration of _____________ and ______________ variables.  
 
14.  _______________ are an abstraction of the functionality of a sequential machine.  
 
15.  A _______________ can have activities assigned within it which are event-controlled or  

time-controlled.  
 
16.  A wide range of timescales as well as _________________ levels are available for selection during   
             simulation. 
 
17. A ________________ is like a subroutine or a procedure in a program. 

      
18. _______________ is a way of automating design verification by eliminating test benches and problems 

associated with their data generation and response observation.  
 
19.   The _______________ uses the present state of the machine and its inputs for address, and reads the next 

state and the controller outputs as data from the memory.  
 
20.  __________________ checks the time from a specified edge of a reference signal to its opposite 

edge.  
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I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Which of the following variable type are additional members of the register family   [  ]  

A) real   B) time  C) real time    D) all the above  
 
2.  All compiler directives are preceded by the ______ character.      [  ]  

A) $   B) ~    C) `    D) @  
 
3.  __________ task is activated and displays the arguments specified whenever any of the arguments 

changes.            [   ] 
A) $strobe  B) $monitor  C) $display   D) $finish  

 
4.  A function uses a register of the declared type and size to return the value of the output. Such a returned 

value can be            [  ]  
A) real type  B) integer type  C) time type   D) all the above 

 
5. Pull gates have ________.           [  ]  

A) 2 delays  B) 1 delay   C) no delay   D) None of the above 
 
6. Over a period of several clocks, ______ data into a MISR are compressed with the Existing MISR data.  
              [  ]  

A) Serial   B) multiple   C) parallel   D) none  
 
7. State transitions are handled by the _____block and clocking is done by _____ the block.  [  ]  

A) Combinational, sequential    B) sequential, combinational  
C) Combinational, combinational   D) sequential, sequential  

 
8. The purpose of test bench is           [  ]  

A) To generate stimulus for simulation  
B) To apply this stimulus to the module under test  
C) To compare O/P responses with expected values   
D) All the above  

 
9. $stop is used for            [  ]  

A) Break point  B) start point  C) initial point  D) terminate the program  
 
10.    In digital circuits, storage of data is done either by _______ that are refreshed frequently.   [ ]  

A) feedback    B) gate capacitances      C) either A or B D) none of the above  
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  A function may contain a declaration of _____________ and ______________ variables.  
 
12.  _______________ are an abstraction of the functionality of a sequential machine.  
 
13.  A _______________ can have activities assigned within it which are event-controlled or  

time-controlled.  
 
14.  A wide range of timescales as well as _________________ levels are available for selection during   
             simulation. 
 
15. A ________________ is like a subroutine or a procedure in a program. 

      
16. _______________ is a way of automating design verification by eliminating test benches and problems 

associated with their data generation and response observation.  
 
17.   The _______________ uses the present state of the machine and its inputs for address, and reads the next 

state and the controller outputs as data from the memory.  
 
18.  __________________ checks the time from a specified edge of a reference signal to its opposite 

edge.  
 
19.  pmos, nmos, cmos switches are present in ______________ modeling.  
 
20.  ________________ is used for signature generation and data compression. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  __________ task is activated and displays the arguments specified whenever any of the arguments 

changes.            [   ] 
A) $strobe  B) $monitor  C) $display   D) $finish  

 
2.  A function uses a register of the declared type and size to return the value of the output. Such a returned 

value can be            [  ]  
A) real type  B) integer type  C) time type   D) all the above 

 
3. Pull gates have ________.           [  ]  

A) 2 delays  B) 1 delay   C) no delay   D) None of the above 
 
4. Over a period of several clocks, ______ data into a MISR are compressed with the Existing MISR data.  
              [  ]  

A) Serial   B) multiple   C) parallel   D) none  
 
5. State transitions are handled by the _____block and clocking is done by _____ the block.  [  ]  

A) Combinational, sequential    B) sequential, combinational  
C) Combinational, combinational   D) sequential, sequential  

 
6. The purpose of test bench is           [  ]  

A) To generate stimulus for simulation  
B) To apply this stimulus to the module under test  
C) To compare O/P responses with expected values   
D) All the above  

 
7. $stop is used for            [  ]  

A) Break point  B) start point  C) initial point  D) terminate the program  
 
8.    In digital circuits, storage of data is done either by _______ that are refreshed frequently.   [ ]  

A) feedback    B) gate capacitances      C) either A or B D) none of the above  
 
9. Which of the following variable type are additional members of the register family   [  ]  

A) real   B) time  C) real time    D) all the above  
 
10.  All compiler directives are preceded by the ______ character.      [  ]  

A) $   B) ~    C) `    D) @  
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  A _______________ can have activities assigned within it which are event-controlled or  

time-controlled.  
 
12.  A wide range of timescales as well as _________________ levels are available for selection during   
             simulation. 
 
13. A ________________ is like a subroutine or a procedure in a program. 

      
 

14. _______________ is a way of automating design verification by eliminating test benches and problems 
associated with their data generation and response observation.  

 
15.   The _______________ uses the present state of the machine and its inputs for address, and reads the next 

state and the controller outputs as data from the memory.  
 
16.  __________________ checks the time from a specified edge of a reference signal to its opposite 

edge.  
 
17.  pmos, nmos, cmos switches are present in ______________ modeling.  
 
18.  ________________ is used for signature generation and data compression. 
 
19.  A function may contain a declaration of _____________ and ______________ variables.  
 
20.  _______________ are an abstraction of the functionality of a sequential machine.  
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